Determine if the author’s purpose for each sentence is to **persuade**, **inform**, or **entertain**. Then, circle the correct term.

Text that **persuades** tries to make you feel or think a certain way.
Text that **informs** gives you information about something.
Text that **entertains** has information that is just included for fun.

**Water is made of tiny parts called atoms.**
Persuade
Inform
Entertain

**Once upon a time, there was a fairy who lived in a faraway land.**
Persuade
Inform
Entertain

**What kind of tree fits in your hand? A palm tree!**
Persuade
Inform
Entertain

**Your heart rate is how fast your heart is beating.**
Persuade
Inform
Entertain

**In my opinion, dogs are the best pets. This is because they are nice, smart, and loyal.**
Persuade
Inform
Entertain

**Sloths live in the rainforest. They are the world’s slowest animal.**
Persuade
Inform
Entertain
A lever is a simple machine. It helps to lift or move a heavy thing.

Persuade
Inform
Entertain

“You can’t eat me. I’m the gingerbread man!” said the gingerbread man as he ran away.

Persuade
Inform
Entertain

You should vote for me for class council. If I win, I will get rid of homework for a year!

Persuade
Inform
Entertain

Once, I was going for a walk when I saw the biggest, tallest monster!

Persuade
Inform
Entertain

I promise you that you will love my grilled cheese!

Persuade
Inform
Entertain

We should eat dessert for dinner tonight because we have been so good this week.

Persuade
Inform
Entertain